1. Preparation
Clean the surface of all dust,
grease, oil and solvent. The
floor must be bare and clean.
Avoid chlorine and lemon-based cleaning products.

The floor must be very dry before applying
the adhesive marking:
Allow the surface to dry completely and
wait another approx. 30 minutes before
applying the adhesives to the floor.
For an optimal application of your marking
on the ground, the ideal application
temperature is between 18°C and 25°C

2. Adhesive application

Be careful not to overlay several markings!
In order to eliminate any air bubbles under the
adhesive, we recommend rolling something heavy
on your track, such as a forklift truck, for a perfect
grip on the ground.

Remove a few centimetres from the protective
strip at one end: using
of a cutter, draw a light line on the protective
film and then slightly bend the adhesive to
easily remove the film.
Place the adhesive strip or pictogram on the
desired location before applying
firmly. Continue the installation by applying
the rest of the adhesive to the floor as you go:
applying pressure with one hand, continue
to remove the protective strip with the other
hand.

Degreasing cleaning
product - Ref 140090

INDICATION MARKING SAFETY

LAYING INSTRUCTIONS

Note: In the presence of cracks or holes in the floor, air may
penetrate under the adhesive, which may reduce the life of the
product. In the presence of heavy traffic, forklifts, pallets or any
other blunt object that can be pulled or pushed on the ground,
we recommend the use of SESA SYSTEMS dots, corners, tees
and borders.

Accessories
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CODE
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DESCRIPTION
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LEAD-TIME

PACKING

140091

Starter kit for floor signage

On stock

Per unit

140092

Scraper for floor adhesive

On stock

Per unit

140090

Cleaner / degreaser, 2-liter jerry can

On stock

Per unit

140093

Dispenser for floor marker tape STANDARD

On stock

Per unit
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